where 7:' -_'ijo_/0_j is the turbulence production.
An asymptotic analysis of the K -c model will be conducted first. In the K -e model, the eddy viscosity near a wall is taken to be of the form
The asymptotic analysis presented in this section indicates that f, : (9(l/y) near the wall since, due to (15) , vT must be of O(y a) in this region. Of course, sufficiently far from the wall f_, assumes a value of 1. (6', is a constant which is typically taken to be 0.09). The turbulent transport term 7:) in the kinetic energy equation (5) is modeled using a gradient transport hypothesis:
= 0_i
where ag is a constant. From (14) , (17) , and (19), it is clear that this model is not asymptotically consistent. However, 7:) consists of two parts -the triple velocity term and the pressure diffusion term -as given by (7). Direct numerical simulations of the Navier-Stokes
except very close to the wall (i.e., inside of y+ = 2; see Mansour, Kim, and Moin [5] ) and in this region 79 is negligible in comparison to the dissipation rate and the viscous diffusion of the turbulent kinetic energy. Hence, if we approximate 79 by
then the gradient transport model (20) is asymptotically consistent since the right-hand-side of (20) and (21) are both of (9(ya) as the wall is approached. Hence, it would appear that the asymptotic errors introduced by the use of (20) in the K -_ model are probably not that significant.
The turbulent transport term/)_ in the dissipation rate transport equation is also modeled by a gradient transport hypothesis: 
Both (28) and (29) Here, each term on the left-hand-side of (33)is O (1) . 
where C" 2 must be damped of (D(y 2) near the wall. However, we feel that it is preferable to derive a modeled transport equation for r = 1/w since r is not singular near the wall. A new K -r model will be derived in the next section which is asymptotically consistent. 
A NEW
It should be noted that the new modeled transport equation for r given by (54) is equivalent to the w-transport equation
which differs from that of Wilcox and co-workers by the presence of a cross diffusion term and by the damping of the coefficient of w 2 to one at the wall.
Calculations will be presented in the next section using the common value of 1.36 for an, a,., and aK which seems to be adequate for the present study. However, future research is needed to optimize these constants over a range of benchmark turbulent flows. [15] and Schubauer [16] ).
COMPARISON OF THE MODELS
In Figure  1 , the predictions of the K -r, K -w, and K -e model for the mean velocity are compared with experimental data [2] . It is clear that each model yields a logarithmic velocity profile for 30 < y+ < 300 that is well within the range of the experimental data. Furthermore, each model correctly yields u + = y+ close to wall (i.e., for y+ < 5) and predicts the deviations from the law of the wall for y+ > 1000. In Figure  2 , the Reynolds shear stress predicted by these three models is shown. The predictions of the various models are extremely close for y+ > 10. However, for y+ < 10 the differences between the model predictions are significant. Among these models, only the K --r model yields a profile where u,v-w ,,., y3 for y+ < 10 as indicated by experiments; see Figure  3 and Patel et al. [2] . In Figure 4 , the predictions of the K -r, K -w, and K -_ models for the turbulent kinetic energy are compared. The K -_" model yields a peak in K + of approximately 4 which is well within the range of the experimental data [2] and the results of direct numerical simulations for turbulent channel flow [5] . On the other hand, the K -w model -as well as the Kmodel of Launder and Sharma -appear to yield peaks in the turbulent kinetic energy that are rather low. The turbulent kinetic energy near the wall is shown on a logarithmic plot in Figure  5 . Only the K -r model yields K ,,_ y2 for the entire interval 0 < y+ < 10; it yields the proportionality constant a + -0.05 -a result that is well within the range of the experimental data.
In Figure 6 , the profile of the turbulent dissipation rate predicted by the K -r, K -w and K -_ models are compared.
Although the results are fairly close for y+ > 20, there are some significant differences close to the wall. The K -r model yields a value for the turbulent dissipation rate at the wall of _+ -0.1 which is quite close to the value obtained from experiments [2] . Likewise, the peak in _+ is quite close to the value obtained from experiments [2] . In contrast to these results, the K -ca model and K -_ model of Launder and Sharma yield values for the wall dissipation c + that are substantially too small. In Figure 7 , the variation of f_, with y+ is shown for these three models.
Only The skin friction predicted by the K -r model is shown as a function of the coordinate x along the plate in Figure  9 . It is clear that the results are in excellent agreement with the experimental data [17] . In Table 1 Figure  10 with Figure  6 . It is clear from Figure  10 that the turbulent time scale varies much more smoothly with the distance from the wall; its first derivative with respect to y does not change sign.
CONCLUSIONS
A basic theoretical and computational study of two-equation models for near wall turbulent flows has been conducted.
The major findings of this study can be summarized as follows:
( 
